Opportunities for collaboration and support available
Research facilitation at the Fitzwilliam Museum

• Linking museum to researchers across the University.
• Budgeting and liaising with your Departmental Research Grant Administrator.
• Collating museum input into pathways to impact.
• With others across the museum, collating information that can be used towards REF impact case study.
• Planning a workshop on collaborating with museums in early 2019.
Future collaborations with Fitzwilliam

• Opportunities for research collaborations
  • upcoming exhibitions
  • current research projects
  • under-researched parts of the collections

• Workshops on 3D scanning open to researchers – especially ECRs – across the University.
Future collaborations with the UCM

- Broader thematic research projects and apply to collections
- Variety of different engagements from small-scale (lunchtime talks) to larger scale activities
- Loans elsewhere count as research impact
- Each museum is different
- Keeping collections alive
- We have connections with local/regional museums
- Talk to us early!